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Granular flow down an inclined plane: Bagnold scaling and rheology
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We have performed a systematic, large-scale simulation study of granular media in two and three dimen-
sions, investigating the rheology of cohesionless granular particles in inclined plane geometries, i.e., chute
flows. We find that over a wide range of parameter space of interaction coefficients and inclination angles, a
steady-stateflow regime exists in which the energy input from gravity balances that dissipated from friction
and inelastic collisions. In this regime, the bulk packing fraction~away from the top free surface and the
bottom plate boundary! remains constant as a function of depthz, of the pile. The velocity profile in the
direction of flowvx(z) scales with height of the pileH, according tovx(z)}Ha, with a51.5260.05. How-
ever, the behavior of the normal stresses indicates that existing simple theories of granular flow do not capture
all of the features evidenced in the simulations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.051302 PACS number~s!: 46.55.1d, 45.70.Cc, 46.25.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is tempting to regard the behavior of granular materi
as being a problem in engineering or applied science, in
much as the fundamental laws governing their constitu
particles are well known. Being comprised of macrosco
cally large grains, granular materials obey classical mech
ics, although the existence of friction and inelastic collisio
complicates matters. However, while it is true that the co
sion of two grains is analytically tractable, an aggregate
such grains is a many-body system, whose macroscopic
havior cannot be simply related to the laws controlling in
vidual constituents.

For this reason, a continuum treatment is often adopted
which the variables are averaged properties whose gover
equations are derivable, in principle, from the known mic
scopic laws. Among these averaged variables are the de
r and the stressessab , which obey the Cauchy equation
that enforce momentum conservation~or force balance if
there are no accelerations!. However, this set of equations
insufficient to solve for the stresses, since there are too
equations: inD dimensions, there areD(D11)/2 indepen-
dent components ofsab ~which is a symmetric tensor!, but
only D equations of momentum conservation. Therefore,
Cauchy equations must be augmented by additional co
tutive relations, possibly history dependent, which tell h
the material in question responds to the application o
force. It is in these constitutive relations that the specifics
the material in question come into play. In the case
steady-state flow, which we will consider in this paper, co
stitutive equations would relate the strain rateġab , to the
stress.

In 1954, Bagnold@1# proposed that in inertial granula
flow, the shear stress is proportional to the square of
strain rate:

s}ġ2. ~1!

His argument, applied to the case of bulk granular flow
1063-651X/2001/64~5!/051302~14!/$20.00 64 0513
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predicated on a constant density profile. In practice, the p
ence of significant finite-size or wall effects often obscu
Bagnold scaling. In this study, we report on a set of nume
cal simulations of bulk granular flow down an inclined plan
the so-called ‘‘chute flow,’’ in two and three dimension
The geometry is simple: a layer of bulk granular materia
placed on a flat plane of areaA @or line of lengthL in two
dimensions~2D!# on which grains have been glued, so as
form a rough base. The thickness of the layer is measure
terms of the pile height parameterH[Nd2/A ~or Nd/L in
2D!, whereN and d are the total number of particles an
their diameter, respectively. The plane is inclined at an an
u and the flow is observed. The parameters controlling
flow are the macroscopic variablesu and H, as well as the
microscopic variables determining the nature of interact
between two grains, such as grain frictionm and coefficient
of restitutione.

In Ref. @2#, we provided a summary of our simulations
two and three dimensions; in this paper we expand on th
results both in depth and breadth for the case of steady-s
flow. The results obtained reveal the rich and surprising
ture of the collective behavior of the system. For certa
values of the parameters, we observe Bagnold scaling
stable steady-state flow, with a constant density profile in
pendent of depth. However, we also saw surprising exam
of self-organization, including the flow-induced crystalliz
tion of a disordered state into one with much lower dissip
tion. In this regime~systems flowing on moderately smoo
bottom surfaces! we found re-entrant disordering as we
and even oscillations between ordered and disordered st
The effects of bottom surfaces are thoroughly discussed
separate work@3#. In this paper, we concentrate on roug
bottom surfaces for which the behavior is simpler.

These simulations also allow us to investigate more su
aspects of chute flow, such as hysteresis in the angle o
pose and normal stress inequalities not accounted for by
conventional continuum theory. Additionally, we were ab
to look for surface and bulk instabilities to flow at the ang
of repose. In particular, we found that although the Bagn
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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LEONARDO E. SILBERTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
rheology of flow near the angle of repose is a bulk rheolo
the fundamental instability inducing the flow in three dime
sions appears to be an instability of the surface layers of
granular medium.

Because granular materials are so common in nature,
isting on many different length scales, there is a gr
amount of experimental data on a wide range of dyna
situations; shear flow and vibration experiments@4–7#, and
studies of geological debris flows@8#, to name just a few
@9,10#. There have been several moderately we
characterized experimental studies of granular flow down
inclined plane under laboratory conditions@11–16#. Yet for
all the intense activity in this field over the years, the rhe
ogy of granular systems still remains a largely unsolv
problem.

There has been some work on continuum modeling
chute flow; for a review of continuum based ideas see S
age @17# and references therein. Other theoretical analy
~sometimes combined with case-specific simulation verifi
tion! specifically applied to chute flow geometries, attemp
calculate density and velocity profiles@18–21#, but a general
consensus on the qualitative features of these profiles ha
to be reached.

The state of the art of computer simulations of chute fl
is much less satisfactory because of the enormous equil
tion times needed to set up steady flow. In three dimensi
simulations have been performed for rather thin piles, wh
provides insight into only a small region of phase spa
@16,22,23#. Simulations of two-dimensional flows also repo
on small systems, and it is unclear whether these studies
carried out in the steady-state regime or whether the d
reported are transient@24–27#. The basics behind granula
simulations are available in Ref.@28# for 2D and Ref.@23#
for 3D.

Our simulations attempt a systematic 3D study of ch
flows. Unfortunately, we probe regions of phase space d
cult to access in experiment. In a typical 3D experiment
flow is induced through a hopper-feeder mechanism, wh
controls the flow rate of the system, but not the thickness
the flowing sample, which is chosen spontaneously by
system. Thus, much experimental data is for flowing pi
10–15 particles high, whereas most of our simulations fo
on moderate to thick piles, greater than 30 particles. Sim
tion results for systems smaller than 10–15 particles high
not show the same scaling as that for thicker systems@11#.
Also, 3D experiments are usually carried out in narrow ch
nels of the order of 10 particles wide or less, where side-w
effects may have a significant role in the observed behav
Our simulations are periodic in the vorticity direction, an
we have yet to study wall effects. We suspect that m
discrepancies that may exist between different experime
and simulation studies are due to such differences in
detailed nature of the systems studied.

Because of the complexity of flowing granular systems
is useful to first define the region of study. In order to det
mine the phase boundaries of fully developed, steady-s
flow, we have performed a series of simulations of inclin
plane gravity driven flows in two and three dimensions in
attempt to define the region of phase space for which ste
05130
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state flows exist. A typical configuration snapshot in 3
defining the computational geometry, is shown in Fig. 1.

In our simulations, initiation of flow is achieved by tilting
at a large angle~24–30 °) to induce flow. This procedur
removes any configuration construction history effects. W
then reduce the inclination to a lower angle and allow
simulation to run until we observe a steady-state flow regi
~if one exists!. We define steady state as flow wherein t
energy input from gravity balances that dissipated from fr
tion and collisions, so that the total kinetic energy of t
system reaches a macroscopically constant value. In
case, the results are independent of sample history.

In Fig. 2, we draw phase boundaries for both two- a
three-dimensional flows as a function of the external con
parameters: tilt angleu and pile heightH. This should be
compared to a similar experimental determination recen
obtained by Pouliquen@29#. The salient features are the e
istence in both 2D and 3D of three principal regions, cor
sponding tono flow, stable flow, and unstable flow. For a
system of given thickness and fixed microscopic interact
parameters, these three regions are separated by two an
u r , the angle of repose, andumax, the maximum stability
angle, the largest angle for which stable flow is obtaine
shown by solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2, respectively.

For u,u r , granular flow cannot be sustained. In the r
gion u r,u,umax, we obtain steady-state flow with packin
fraction independent of depth. The region of constant pa
ing fraction in the flowing material for steady-state syste
is accompanied by a smoothly varying, nonlinear veloc
profile. For u.umax, the development of a shear thinnin
layer at the bottom of the pile results in lift-off and unstab
acceleration of the entire pile. The exact locations of th
phase boundaries depend on the model parameters suchm

FIG. 1. Typical 3D snapshot for chute flow:N524,000, with
bottom surface dimensions 20320 diameters shown by the blac
particles fixed to the bottom plate; tilt angleu524 °, coefficient of
restitution e50.88, and friction coefficientm50.50. Flow is di-
rected down the incline.
2-2
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FIG. 2. Phase behavior of granular particles in chute flow geometry, characterized by pile heightH vs tilt angleu for monodisperse
systems in~a! 2D with m50.50 ande50.92~identified as Model L2 in Table I!, and~b! 3D with m50.50 ande50.88~identified as Model
L3!. Both figures are for the spring dash-pot interaction model with rough bottom surface. Solid circles indicate the region of stea
flow, open symbols correspond to no flow or unstable flow. In 3D we have identified hysteretic flow as1.
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ande. For instance, in 2D, ife is reduced from 0.92 to 0.82
the maximum angle of steady-state flow increases fr
'23 ° to 26 °. Similarly, reducingm typically reduces the
range of stable flow.

It is well known that granular systems exhibit hysteres
Such behavior is usually attributed to system preparation
associated history effects@30#. Although we observe three
distinct regimes, the behavior close to the phase bounda
is sensitive to the procedure for the initiation of flow. Indee
we have observed hysteresis in our 3D simulations w
approachingu r from either side, particularly for thinne
piles. The hysteresis was significantly reduced upon incre
ing pile heightH. Crystallization of the 2D monodispers
pile upon the arrest of flow was primarily responsible for t
large hysteresis observed in that case.

Besides the phase diagram, our most important res
concern the detailed structure and rheology of the stea
state flowing regime. In this regime, we do see a cons
density profile with height, as well as the Bagnold scaling
Eq. ~1!. The amplitude of the strain rate goes to zero at
angle of repose; thus relations such as Eq.~1! possess an
additional strong angular dependence.

We also analyzed the normal stresses in the flowing st
and found a number of results, most notably that the nor
stress perpendicular to the free surfaceszz is approximately,
but not exactly, equal to the normal stress parallel to the fl
sxx .

There are two fundamental puzzles in these results for
rheology of chute flow. The first and smaller puzzle is t
appearance of an anomalous normal stress differenceszz
2sxx . We have been unable to define a simple, local,
mensionally consistent and rotationally invariant constitut
relation connectings to ġ2 that recovers this behavior.

The second, and deeper puzzle, is the relationship
tween the rheology and the Coulomb yield criterion. As t
angle of repose is approached from above, the amplitud
the flow goes to zero, but the tensor structure ofs remains
approximately liquidlike, instead of recovering the large n
mal stress difference characteristic of the Coulomb yield
terion, which presumably applies to the static pile at
05130
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angle of repose. The one exception to this observation is
surface stress in three dimensions, where the normal s
differences do become large as the angle of repose is
proached, suggesting that surface yield may control the f
ure of the static state. In the bulk, however, we are left w
a transition to a static state that appears continuous in
shear rate, but is apparently discontinuous in normal str
We do not believe that an understanding of chute flow r
ology is possible without resolving this seeming paradox

We present the simulation scheme in Sec. II, detailing
interparticle force laws. In Sec. III, we report our compr
hensive simulation analysis, including the behavior of t
density and velocity profiles for our systems with varyin
interaction parameters. In Sec. IV, we present a detailed
cussion of stress analysis and rheology of chute flow s
tems. In Sec. V we summarize our findings.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We use the methods of molecular dynamics to perfo
2D and 3D simulations of granular particles. For this stu
we modelN monodisperse spheres of diameterd and mass
m, supported on thexy plane by a rough bed. The comput
tional geometry of the present 3D system consists of a r
angular box with periodic boundary conditions in thex
~flow! andy ~vorticity! directions and constrained in the ve
tical z direction by a fixed rough, bottom wall and a free to
surface, as in Fig. 1. Simulations in periodic cells attemp
study flow down infinitely long and wide chutes, while usin
a finite number of particles.

In 3D, the fixed bottom is constructed from a rando
conformation of spheres of the same diameterd as those in
the bulk by taking a slice with areal fraction very close
random close packing~approximately 1.2 particle diameter
thick! from a previously packed state. This simulates an
perimental procedure whereby glue is spread over the o
nal smooth chute surface and particles are then sprin
onto this surface to construct a rough floor approximat
one particle layer thick. For 2D studies, the bottom wall
2-3
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LEONARDO E. SILBERTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
constructed from a regular array of spheres of diameterd
and particle motion is restricted to thexz plane.

We employed a contact force model that captures the
jor features of granular interactions. In 2D, interactions
tween~projected! spheres are modeled using a linear spr
model with velocity-dependent damping~the spring-dashpo
interaction! and static friction. In 3D, the spring-dashpo
model and static friction are also used, as well as Hertz
contact forces with static friction. In the presentation of t
results, we will specify which model is employed, and d
cuss the differences.

The implementation of the contact forces, both the norm
forces and the shear~friction! tangential forces, is essentiall
a reduced version of that employed by Walton and Bra
@22#, developed earlier by Cundall and Strack@28#. More
recent versions of these models now exist@31–33#. We ig-
nore hysteretic effects between loading or unloading nor
contacts and we do not differentiate between frictional dir
tions at the same contact point at different time steps as d
Walton @23#.

Static friction is implemented by keeping track of th
elastic shear displacement throughout the lifetime of a c
tact. For two contacting particles$ i , j %, at positions$r i ,r j%,
with velocities $vi ,vj% and angular velocities$vi ,vj%, the
force on particlei is computed as follows: the normal com
pressiond i j , relative normal velocityvni j

, relative tangential

velocity vt i j
are given by

d i j 5d2r i j , ~2!

vni j
5~vi j •ni j !ni j , ~3!

vt i j
5vi j 2vni j

2 1
2 ~vi1vj !3r i j , ~4!

where r i j 5r i2r j , ni j 5r i j /r i j , with r i j 5ur i j u, and vi j
5vi2vj . The rate of change of the elastic tangential d
placementut i j

, set to zero at the initiation of a contact,
given by

dut i j

dt
5vt i j

2
~ut i j

•vi j !r i j

r i j
2

. ~5!

The second term in Eq.~5! arises from the rigid body rota
tion around the contact point and insures thatut i j

always lies
in the local tangent plane of contact. Normal and tangen
forces acting on particlei are given by

Fni j
5 f ~d i j /d!~knd i j ni j 2gnmeffvni j

!, ~6!

Ft i j
5 f ~d i j /d!~2ktut i j

2g tmeffvt i j
!, ~7!

where kn,t and gn,t are elastic and viscoelastic constan
respectively, andmeff5mimj /(mi1mj ) is the effective mass
of spheres with massesmi andmj . The corresponding con
tact force on particlej is simply given by Newton’s third
law, i.e.,Fj i 52Fi j . For spheres of equal massm, as is the
case here,meff5m/2; f (x)51 for the linear spring-
dashpot model, denoted henceforth as Model L, orf (x)
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5Ax for Hertzian contacts with viscoelastic damping b
tween spheres, denoted as Model H.

Our results are given in nondimensional quantities by
fining the following normalization parameters: distance
times, velocities, forces, elastic constants, and stresses
respectively, measured in units ofd,to5Ad/g,vo5Agd,Fo
5mg,ko5mg/d, andso5mg/d2. For a realistic simulation
of glass spheres with diameterd5100 mm, the appropriate
elastic constantkn

glass5O(1010) necessitates a very sma
time step for accurate simulation, prohibiting any large-sc
study. In our simulations, we typically use a value forkn
5O(105) which we believe captures the general behavior
intermediate-to-high-k systems, thus offering a reasonab
representation of realistic granular materials~we discuss this
aspect further in Sec. III B!. A complete list of model param
eters used in our standard simulation set, which consist
2D and 3D versions of Model L~L2 and L3!, and a 3D
version of Model H~H3!, are given in Table I.

In a gravitational fieldg, the translational and rotationa
accelerations of particles are determined by Newton’s sec
law, in terms of the total forces and torques on each part
i:

Fi
tot5mig1(

j
Fni j

1Ft i j
, ~8!

ti
tot52

1

2 (
j

r i j 3Ft i j
. ~9!

The amount of energy lost in collisions is characteriz
by the inelasticity through the value of the coefficient
restitution. For Model L, there are separate coefficients,en
and e t , for the normal and tangential directions, which a
related to their respective damping coefficientsgn,t and
spring constantskn,t

en,t5exp~2gn,ttcol/2!, ~10!

where the collision timetcol is given by

tcol5p~2kn /m2gn
2/4!21/2. ~11!

The value of the spring constant should be large enoug
avoid grain interpenetration, yet not so large as to require
unreasonably small simulation time stepdt, since an accu-
rate simulation typically requiresdt;tcol/50. For Model H,
the effective coefficients of restitution depend on the init
velocity of the particles.

TABLE I. Parameter values used in our standard simulation
for the 2D and 3D linear spring models@Models L2 and L3,f (x)
51#, and the 3D Hertzian model@Model H3, f (x)5Ax#. For Model
H3, e is velocity dependent.

Model D f (x) kn gn kt /kn g t /gn m e

L2 2 1 23105 33.5 2/7 0 0.50 0.92
L3 3 1 23105 50.0 2/7 0 0.50 0.88
H3 3 Ax 23105 50.0 2/7 0 0.50
2-4
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GRANULAR FLOW DOWN AN INCLINED PLANE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
The static yield criterion, characterized by a local parti
friction coefficientm @34#, is modeled by truncating the mag
nitude ofut i j

as necessary to satisfyuFt i j
u,umFni j

u. Thus the

contact surfaces are treated as ‘‘stuck’’ whileFti j
,mFni j

,
and as ‘‘slipping’’ while the yield criterion is satisfied. Thi
‘‘proportional loading’’ approximation@35# is a simplifica-
tion of the much more complicated and hysteretic behav
of real contacts@36#. To test the robustness of the propo
tional loading assumption, we also carried out simulatio
with Model L in whichut is not truncated but the local yiel
criterionFt,mFn , is implemented. Note that we do not b
lieve this to be a physically reasonable choice. Results
the two cases are similar, although the average kinetic en
is somewhat smaller~by approximately 18% for Model L2!
whenut is truncated compared to those simulations whenut
is unbounded.

The components of the stress tensorsab within a given
sampling volumeV are computed as the sum over all pa
ticles i within that sampling volume of the contact stre
~virial! and kinetic terms,

sab5
1

V (
i

F(
j Þ i

r i j
a Fi j

b

2
1mi~v i

a2v ā!~v i
b2v b̄!G , ~12!

whereFi j
b 5Fni j

b 1Fti j
b , andv̄ is the time-averaged velocity o

the particles within the sampling volumeV. The time-
averaged velocity must be subtracted since the kinetic
tion of the stress tensor is entirely due to fluctuations in
velocity field.

For Hertzian contacts@37#, the ratiokt /kn depends on the
Poisson ratio of the material, and is about 2/3 for most m
terials. For ease in our simulations, we use a va
kt /kn52/7, which makes the period of normal and shear c
tact oscillations equal to each other for Model L@38#. How-
ever, the contact dynamics are not very sensitive to the
cise value of this ratio. We have performed simulations w
different values ofkt /kn to test how this ratio may affect ou
results; different values of this ratio yield nearly identic
results. The only difference we observe is a slight increas
the total, averaged kinetic energy~KE! of the system when
kt /kn.2/7, and a decrease forkt /kn,2/7. For example,
when we setkt /kn52/3 instead of 2/7, the total averaged K
increases by about 10%, whereas all other macrosc
quantities measured in the simulations, such as density
stress, remain essentially unchanged.

Similarly, although all results reported here are f
g t /gn50 ~i.e., no rotational velocity damping term! we have
also carried out simulations to measure the effect of in
ducing rotational damping,g t /gn.0. When we setg t
5gn , we observe a slight decrease, of about 8%, in the t
averaged KE, compared with those simulations that haveg t
50. Making g t /gn nonzero quickens the approach to t
steady state by draining out more energy. However, all o
quantities are, again, unchanged. We discuss reasons wh
observe minimal changes with these interaction parame
in Sec. III B.

Typical values for the friction coefficientm range be-
tween 0.4 and 0.6 for many materials. We chosem50.50 for
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most of our simulations, though variations inm will be dis-
cussed in Sec. III B. Similarly, the value ofe is chosen to
reflect the properties of a realistic granular particle.

The equations of motion for the translational and ro
tional degrees of freedom are integrated with either a th
order Gear predictor-corrector or velocity-Verlet schem
@39# with a time stepdt51024 for kn523105. All data was
taken after the system had reached the steady state. To r
the steady state, simulations were required to run for 122
3107dt when starting from a nonflowing state forN
,10 000, and the largest system in 2D (H5200) required a
run time of 2–53108dt. On a 500-MHz DEC Alpha proces
sor, our code requires about 5 days to simulate 10 mill
time steps of a 3D 8000-particle granular system. We h
also created a parallel version of the 3D code using the s
dardized message-passing interface library. The parallel c
partitions the simulation domain into small 3D sub-bloc
using the methods described in Ref.@40#. Even on a cluster
computer with relatively low interprocessor communicati
bandwidth, the code runs at high parallel efficiencies as lo
as we simulate 1000 or so particles per processor. For
ample, on 8 processors of our Alpha/Myrinet cluster, we c
simulate 15 million time steps/day of the same 8000-part
system.

For the imposition of chute flows with varying tilt angle
we rotate the gravity vectorg in thexz plane by the tilt angle
u away from the2z direction; the flow is from left to right
in this sense. This means that thez axis is always normal to
the free surface. In 3D the area of the bottom isA5LxLy
whereLx andLy are the dimensions of the simulation cell
the x andy directions, respectively. For the 3D simulation
we define a measure of the height of the pile by definingH
[Nd2/A as the pile height if it were sitting on a level plan
at rest in a simple cubic lattice. For example, forN58000
and Lx520d and Ly510d, H540 ~although due to the
precise configuration, the actual measured height'37). This
is a useful definition for comparing between different syst
sizes. We study a range of system sizes, 1000<N<20 000.
For the largest system,H5100. The influence of other wal
dimensionsLx , Ly was also studied. For the 2D runs, thex
dimension of the periodic side is fixed at 100d ~i.e., 50-large
particles long! and the pile height 2<H<200, i.e.,
N5200–20 000.

In 2D, the initial state was constructed by building a t
angular lattice of particles. The tilt angle was then increa
until flow occurred. The initial flow occurred only foru
*23 °. This minimum value to induce flow depends on t
size and spacing of bottom plate particles. The initial failu
occurred mostly at the bottom of the pile, followed by mov
ment of a dilation front toward the top of the pile as shown
Fig. 3. Once this initial steady state was achieved, the an
u was adjusted to its desired value, and the system eq
brated to its final steady state. In 3D, we started the sys
from a randomly diluted simple cubic lattice. The angle w
then increased to a large angleu530 ° to induce disorder
and settling of particles. The angleu was then decreased t
the desired value and flow allowed to continue until a stea
state was reached, before measurements were taken.
2-5
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FIG. 3. Time sequence of a
typical configuration in 2D fol-
lowing an instantaneous change
the inclination angleu from 0 ° to
24 °. Results are forN510 000,
m50.50, and e50.82, and for
times t5(a)100,~b! 400, ~c! 600,
and~d! 6000. Flow is left to right.
As the flow progresses, the dila
tion front propagates upward
through the system, destroying th
initial ordered array; the pile con
sequently ‘‘fluffs’’ up.
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In 3D, to test for hysteresis nearu r , u was reduced to
belowu r until the system settled down into a disordered st
and stopped flowing.u was subsequently increased tou r

f low

and the system began flowing. This angle of flow initiati
was sometimes different from the angle of cessation of fl
u r

stop when taking a flowing state and then loweringu down
to u r

stop to stop the flow. However, this small hysteretic b
havior, in 3D, only occurs for thin piles at low angles.

In 2D the equivalent phase diagram can only be c
structed by taking a flowing state at angleu and then lower-
ing to u r

stop. Once the 2D state stops flowing the syste
spontaneously crystallizes into a polycrystalline orde
state. To induce flow from this ordered state requires incre
ing u to a much higher angle thanu r

stop.
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III. RESULTS: VELOCITY AND DENSITY PROFILES

A. Kinematics of steady-state systems

We focus our main attention on the regime of steady-s
flow for moderate to deep piles, for whichu r is independent
of depth. In Fig. 4 we plot the density and velocity~in the
direction of flow! of z profiles over a range of inclination
anglesu, for a series of simulations in 2D and 3D. Figu
4~a! is for a 2D system~Model L2, cf. Table I! of N
510 000 particles, corresponding toH5100. In Fig. 4~b!,
the equivalent 3D model~Model L3 with N58000,H
540) denoted by the open symbols, is compared to the
Hertzian model~Model H3!. The tilt angle was varied be
tween 18 °230 ° in all cases. In 2D the system becom
-

,

FIG. 4. Packing fractionf and
velocity vx profiles, as a function
of distance from bottomz, for ~a!
2D spring-dash-pot model~Model
L2!, with H5100, at tilt angles of
u518, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 de
grees.~b! 3D, H540 systems at
u520, 22, 24, and 26 degrees
with Model L3 ~open symbols!
and Model H3~solid lines!.
2-6
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GRANULAR FLOW DOWN AN INCLINED PLANE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
unstable to an accelerating flow above 23 ° and in 3D
unstable flow regime is observed above 26 °.

In both 2D and 3D, the packing fraction remains const
over almost 40 layers in 3D, and 100 layers in 2D. For
steady-state systems, as the tilt angle is increased, the v
of the bulk packing fraction decreases. This decrease acc
panies a growing dilated region~of lower packing fraction!
near the free surface at the top. All the velocity profiles
concave, and velocities increase in value with increasing
angles. Consequently, the total kinetic energy of the sys
rises with increasing angle@41#.

We monitor vertical mixing of the bulk by measuring th
bulk-averaged, mean-square displacement of particles
time. Figure 5 shows the mean-square displacement of
ticles normal to the surfacêz2& as a function of simulation
time for Model L3, over a range of tilt angles. The line
relationship demonstrates well-defined diffusive motion
the z direction, suggesting thorough mixing in the syste
Similar results are observed in 2D. At long times^z2& will
reach a constant due to the finite height of the pile.

By observing a sequence of snapshots~not shown here! of
tracer particles at various heights in the bulk, we also fi
that diffusion is somewhat faster near the bottom of the p
This is indicative of the fact that fluctuations in the partic
velocities are greater closer to the bottom wall. Figure

FIG. 5. z component of the mean-square displacement for th
angles,u521 °, 22 °, and 23 °, for Model L3, withH540.
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depicts the diagonal components of the kinetic part of
stress tensor,r^(dva)2&, wherer is the mass density an
dva5va2v ā, at three different angles for Model L3. Indee
we do find that the velocity fluctuations~frequently termed
‘‘granular temperature’’ in the literature of dilute granula
flows! are greatest at the bottom of the pile~away from the
actual plate! and decrease with height until the values app
to level off at the top free surface.

This behavior partially illustrates how the pile is able
maintain a constant density profile, even though the stre
increase towards the bottom, and the flowing pile has a fi
compressibility, as evidenced by the changing density a
function of tilt angleu. Particles deeper into the pile exper
ence increasing compaction forces due to the load of
particles above, yet a constant density is maintained thro
the increased particle velocity fluctuations.

The data sets shown in Fig. 4 are for one system size o
In Fig. 7, density and velocity profiles for systems of varyi
heights are compared. The densities measured deep in
pile, as well as the density and strain rate profiles near
surface, are independent of the overall height of the p

e

FIG. 6. Profiles of the kinetic portion of the diagonal elemen
of the stress tensorr^(dva)2&, normalized by their maximum value
along the curve, for Model L3 inclined at 21 °(222), 23 °
(222), and 25 °(2•).
FIG. 7. Density and velocity
profiles for~a! 2D systems~Model
L2! for u520 ° with sizes H
5200, 100, 50, and 25, and~b!
3D systems ~Model L3! for u
524 ° with sizesH5100, 60, 50,
and 40.
2-7
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LEONARDO E. SILBERTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
This suggests that the rheology of the system is local in
regime; i.e., that constitutive relations locally relate stre
and strain rate. For reasons alluded to in Sec. IV D, we h
been unable to identify these constitutive relations.

We note that the behavior observed in Figs. 4 and 7 is
only for H*20. For smaller piles, the behavior is very d
ferent, as seen in Fig. 8, where a non-Bagnold velocity p
file is observed. Recent experimental studies in heap fl
geometries, for thin surface flows, observe an exponen
decay of the velocity with depth@11,42#. Similar results are
obtained in shear flow experiments@43#.

B. Dependence on Interaction Parameters

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of these
sults to the particle interaction parameters. We independe
vary the internal coefficient of frictionm, the coefficient of
restitution e, and the value of the spring constantkn . We
observe that while the density of the bulk material does
depend sensitively on these interaction parameters, the
locity profiles do.

Figure 9 shows the sensitivity to the friction coefficientm
by depicting density, velocity, and strain rate profiles for~a!
Model L2 with H550 andu520 °, wherem50.15, 0.25,
0.50, and 1.0, and~b! Model L3 with H540 andu522 °, for

FIG. 8. Density and velocity profiles for thin systems~Model
L2!, with H510, at 20 ° and 23 °. These profiles are very differe
from the thicker piles.
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values ofm50.15, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. The data suggest t
there is minimal change in the bulk density over this range
m. In the bottom panels of Fig. 9, the shear rate]vx /]z
scaled by]vx

max/]z is plotted for the various values ofm.
Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the profiles for the same syste

as described in Fig. 9, but with a fixedm50.5 and varying
coefficients of restitutione, i.e., varying the inelasticity of
the system. Again we see that variations ine have little ef-
fect on the flow behavior of these systems, particularly
3D, provided that the system is able to reach steady s
@For low m ('0.10) and highe (' 0.96 for 2D and 0.98
for 3D!, the systems become unstable.#

Another microscopic parameter we have investigated
the effective hardness of the particle, determined by
value of the spring constantkn . We vary kn and keepe
constant by adjusting the value ofgn . Simulations investi-
gating this parameter can be time consuming: increasingkn
by a factor of 100 requires a reduction in the time step b
factor of 10. Fortunately, as Fig. 11~measured for Model L2
with u520 °,H550) indicates, the effect of variations inkn
is minimal, providedkn is sufficiently large.

C. Dependence on Tilt Angle

Judging by the insensitivity of the macroscopic quantit
to the various interaction parameters for Model L~as shown!,
as well as Model H, we see that to a good approximati
effects due to material properties and system size can
neglected in the steady-state regime. As shown in Fig.
the packing densities vary approximately linearly withu and
approach the maximum valuesf2D

max50.815(5) andf3D
max

50.590(5) atu r ,2D'17.8 ° andu r ,3D'19.4 ° for 2D and
3D, respectively. In 3D, we obtain a static packing fracti
f3D50.595, when the tilt is reduced belowu r . Experimen-
tal studies of fluidized granular beds also obtain a sim
value as the gas flow is reduced to yield a static packing@44#.
In 2D, upon lowering the tilt angle belowu r , we observe
compaction to a polycrystalline triangular lattice withf2D
.0.9.

It is interesting to note that the asymptotic packing fra
tionsf2D

max andf3D
max are close to the values one would obta

assuming the flow was the densest possible flow of lines~in
2D! or planes~3D! of close-packed particles parallel to th
top surface. For the 2D case, the packing corresponds

t

FIG. 9. Density, velocity, and
strain rate profiles for different
values of the particle friction co-
efficient for ~a! Model L2 at u
520 °,H550 for m50.15, 0.25,
0.50, and 1.0, and~b! Model L3 at
u522 °, H540 for m50.15,
0.25, 0.50, and 1.0.
2-8
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FIG. 10. Density and velocity
profiles for different values ofe
for ~a! Model L2 at u520 °,H
550 for e50.72, 0.82, 0.92, and
0.96, and ~b! Model L3 at u
522 °, H540 for e50.58, 0.78,
0.88, and 0.98.
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square lattice with a packing fraction ofp/4.0.79. For the
3D case, the sliding planes would be square lattices, sta
to form triangular lattices in they2z plane. This arrange
ment has a packing fraction ofp/(3A3).0.60.

IV. RESULTS: STRESS ANALYSIS

A. Cauchy Equations

The stress tensor is symmetric:s i j 5s j i , with D(D
11)/2 independent components inD-dimensional space
The Cauchy~force-balance! condition provides onlyD equa-
tions, leaving the solution underdetermined. Thus, an a
tional D(D21)/2 constitutive relations are needed to clo
the equations and to solve for the transmission of stress
granular system.

In 2D, the steady-state Cauchy equations are

]szz

]z
5rg cosu, ~13!

]sxz

]z
5rg sinu. ~14!

For a given tilt angle, these give

FIG. 11. Density and velocity profiles for different values of t
spring constantkn , for Model L2 atu520 °,H550.
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szz~z!5g cosuE
z

`

dzr~z!, ~15!

sxz~z!5szz~z!tanu, ~16!

wherer is the number density of spheres (f5prdD/2D for
dimensionalityD52 and 3!. If, as in our case, the densityr
is constant,

szz~z!5gr cosu~h2z!, ~17!

sxz~z!5gr sinu~h2z!, ~18!

where h is the effective height of the flowing pile, which
appears as a constant of integration in Eq.~17!. sxx cannot
be determined from these considerations, since we lac
constitutive relation that would determine it. Neverthele
important features of the behavior of the stress tensor ca
obtained by Mohr-Coulomb analysis@45#.

B. Mohr-Coulomb Analysis

The Mohr circle, shown in Fig. 13~a!, is a geometrical
construction that enables visualization of rotational transf

FIG. 12. Tilt dependence of the packing fraction in the region
constant packing fraction, for Models L2~solid circles!, L3 ~solid
squares!, and H3 ~open diamonds!. The dashed lines denote th
linear dependence on tilt angle near the angle of repose.
2-9
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FIG. 13. ~a! The Mohr circle is a graphical tool that is used to determine transformations of a rank 2 tensor~such as stress! under rotation.
The stress components for a given coordinate system are represented by pointsA andB, which form a diameter of the circle. The transforme
stress components upon a rotation of the coordinate system by anglec can be found by a rotation of these points by 2c around the circle.
The pointC, which has a tangent that passes through the origin, corresponds to the orientation of a shear plane~at an anglew to thex axis!

with the largest ratio of shear to normal stress.~b! The stress angle 2w @COÂ in ~a!# as a function of height foru520 ° (s), 22 ° (h),
24 ° (L), and 26 ° (n). The results are for Model H3 with H540. The lines are fits that decay exponentially from 2wsurf at the effective
heighth @cf. Eq. ~17!# to 2wbulk in the bulk, with a typical decay length of 1.3 to 2.2d, indicating a surface layer about 5d to 8d thick.
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mations of the stress tensor. The circle is drawn in thes
2t plane, such that the pointsA(szz,sxz) and B(sxx ,
2sxz) form a diameter of the circle, centered at pointO.
Coordinates of the points on the circle represent the nor
(s) and shear (t) components of the stress tensor associa
with all possible shear planes. Upon a rotation of the co
dinate system, i.e., the plane in which shear is specified
an anglec, the representative points rotate by an anglec
around the circle.

At a given tilt angle,szz and sxz are determined by the
Cauchy equations, which fixes the location of pointA
(sxz /szz5tanu). However,sxx , and thus the location o
point B, is undetermined by the Cauchy equations, and
pends on the rheology.

The ‘‘stress angle’’ 2w[COÂ, formed by the stress poin
A, the origin of the Mohr CircleO, and pointC, whose
tangent passes through the origin of the (s,t) plane, can be
used as a surrogate for any quantity that completes the
scription of thex2z stress state, since it uniquely identifie
the two-dimensional stress state of the flowing pile~for u
.u r) by fixing the value ofsxx . For a pile with a uniform
Coulomb yield criterion that is at incipient yield everywhe
05130
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~IYE! whenu5u r , the pointsC andA coincide, and there-
forew50. On the other hand, if the flowing pile behaves li
a fluid, sxx5szz, and consequently sin 2w5tanu.

C. Stress Tensor Near the Surface

In all cases, the behavior of 2w as a function of depth can
be fitted to an empirical form that starts at a ‘‘surface’’ val
at the effective heighth and approaches a ‘‘bulk’’ value ex
ponentially@see Fig. 13~b!#

2w~z!52wbulk12~wsurf2wbulk!e2(h2z)/d. ~19!

Figure 14 depicts the values for the fitting parameters 2wsurf

and 2wbulk as a function of tilt angle for the three main mo
els studied in this paper. The following observations can
made:

~i! 2w, and consequently all the ratios of stress ten
components, becomes independent of depth below a tra
tional surface layer about 5d to 8d in thickness.

~ii ! In 2D @Model L2, see Fig. 14~a!#, asu is lowered to
u r , the stress state at the surface moves even farther f
y

dels
bulk.
FIG. 14. The stress angle at the surface, 2wsurf ~circles!, and in the bulk, 2wbulk ~squares!, for ~a! Model L2 ~open symbols connected b
dotted lines!, and~b! Model L3 ~open symbols connected by dotted lines! and H3~solid symbols connected by dashed lines!. For Model L2,
the rheology at the surface (z5h) nearu r is even farther away from the IYE condition compared to the bulk. However, both 3D mo
observe near-IYE conditions at the surface nearu r , suggesting that the arrest of flow may be initiated by the surface rather than the
The solid lines depict behavior expected without a normal stress anomaly, when sin 2w5tanu.
2-10
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GRANULAR FLOW DOWN AN INCLINED PLANE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
IYE compared to the bulk. Independent observations confi
that the top surface does not play any discernible role in
arrest and start of flow; this primarily occurs near the bott
surface.

~iii ! However, for both models in 3D@Fig. 14~b!#, asu is
lowered to u r , the surface layer does approach incipie
yield (2w50) while the bulk remains far from it. It appear
that the stabilization of the surface layer atu5u r is respon-
sible for the arrest and subsequent restart of flow in the en
system, accompanied by a near elimination of flow hys
esis.

~iv! The bulk has nearly identical normal stressessxx and
szz, which would have corresponded to 2w5arcsin(tanu)
depicted by the solid lines in Fig. 14. In other words, t
normal stress anomalies discussed in Sec. IV D are q
small compared to what one would have attributed to a p
tic material at incipient yield.

~v! The transitional surface layer is not directly related
the dilated layer; the former is much thicker nearu5u r and
penetrates well into the region of constant density, as ca
seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 13~b!. In fact, upon approach
ing u r , the width of the surface rheological layerd increases
slightly whereas the width of the dilated layer decreases s
stantially.

D. Bulk Rheology

Having identified the behavior associated with the fr
surface at the top, we can now investigate the stress te
below this surface layer. For tilt angles sufficiently abo
u r , where the granular medium behaves roughly like a flu
one might expect the normal stresses (sxx , syy , szz in
3D, sxx andszz in 2D! to be equal. In 3D, we find thatsyy
is smaller than thexx andzz components by 15220%, sug-
gesting that consolidation and compaction normal to
shear plane is poorer. The normal stresses and the dri
shear stresssxz , for the 2D and 3D linear-spring model ar
shown in Fig. 15. The components (sxy ,syz) are not shown,
since they vanish due to the symmetries in the geome
they are indeed measured to be zero within the error b
associated with the sample size and averaging time.

FIG. 15. Profiling the components of the stress tensor au
522 ° in ~a! Model L2 for H5100, ~b! Model L3 for H540.
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We observe that for both the 2D and 3D systems~and for
both linear-spring and Hertz models!, althoughsxx'szz,
there are small but systematic deviations from perfect eq
ity that become independent of depth in the bulk. Let
define a ‘‘normal stress anomaly’’x as

x[
szz2sxx

szz
. ~20!

This is simply an alternate parametrization of the stress an
2w defined earlier, introduced as a convenience to empha
the small deviations around fluidlike behavior, for whichx
50. Therefore,x is also independent of heightz except near
the top and bottom surfaces. With this in mind, we plot t
bulk value ofx vs u in Fig. 16, noting a strong angle depe
dence, in whichx is neither monotonic inu nor of a specific
sign. We have evaluated a class of homogeneous, pol
mial, rotationally invariant constitutive stress-strain rate
lations, but have not been able to satisfactorily describe th
rather peculiar normal stress anomalies.

The fact that the stress varies linearly with depth and
earlier observations of constant density suggests that
analysis relevant to our systems is that due to Bagnold@1#.
Bagnold’s collisional-momentum transfer analysis for gran
lar systems works under the assumption of a constant den
profile, resulting in stress profiles that vary linearly wi
depth. The essence of Bagnold’s theory is a constitu
equation whereby the shear stresssxz is proportional to the
square of the strain rateġ2[@]vx(z)/]z#2, wherevx(z) is
the velocity in the direction of flow at heightz @46#:

sxz5ABag
2 ġ2. ~21!

Combined with Eq.~18!, and the no-slip boundary conditio
at z50, this results in a velocity profile of the form,

vx~z!5ABagh
3/2S 2

3
Arg sinu D F12S h2z

h D 3/2G . ~22!

From Fig. 17, we observe that for the bulk of the flow, t
relationshipsxz}ġ2 holds to a good approximation below
the first 5-8 layers, and away from the bottom wall, for t

FIG. 16. Dependence of the normal stress anomalyx on tilt
angle u for Models L2 and L3~closed symbols!, and Model H3
~open symbols!. Errors are of order symbol size.
2-11
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FIG. 17. Rheology curves of
chute flow systems-shear strain v
shear stress; a! 2D, ~Model L2,
H5100) and b! 3D (H540):
Model L3 ~symbols! and Model
H3 ~solid lines!. Bagnold scaling
fits in the bulk are shown by
dashed lines for Model L and dot
ted lines for Model H.
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2D and 3D systems. We have fitted the ‘‘Bagnold’’ scali
with the dotted lines, the solid lines and symbols repres
the simulation data@47#. The tilt dependence of the overa
amplitude of the strain rateABag, is shown in Fig. 18. In 3D,
ABag continuously approaches zero at the angle of repo
whereas in 2D, there is a jump in this amplitude, consist
with the overall hysteretic behavior.

Another way to test this scaling is by plotting the avera
velocity ^v2&1/2 as a function ofH ~which is proportional to
h). The scaling in Fig. 19 shows that^v2&1/2}Ha, wherea
51.5260.05. This result also agrees well with experime
@29#. If we rescale the data from Fig. 7, we find good agre
ment apart from the region near the top surface where
density is no longer constant. This suggests that Bagno
theory may provide an approximate description of the b
motion of our systems. In fact, Bagnold scaling is a gene
dimensional result for the situation where the time scale
the system is only set by the inverse of the shear rate, a
the case here@2#.

Bagnold’s original stress-strain rate relationship ari
from a momentum-transfer mechanism that is based on
nary collisions. From the simulation data, we find that t
dominant term in the stress is due to lasting contacts betw
particles, and the ballistic~kinetic! contribution to the stress
is significantly smaller~about 1% of the total value!. Thus,
the success of the Bagnold scaling is based on the dim
sional structure of the problem, rather than on the particu
momentum-transfer mechanism that he identified.

Another method to test the nature of collisions is to co

FIG. 18. Strain rate amplitudeABag5ġ/Asxz associated with the
bulk Bagnold rheology for the three model systems. Whereas
amplitudes extrapolate to zero atu r , there is a finite jump associ
ated with the 2D amplitude atu r .
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pute the average coordination numberZc as a function of
inclination angle. This data, for the 2D and 3D linear-spri
systems, is shown in Fig. 20. In a system dominated by
nary collisions, one would expectZc!1; this is clearly not
the case for our system. The observed behavior is an incr
ing Zc asu approaches the angle of repose from above. N
malized this way for a static 2D triangular lattice with n
free particles, the value would be 3. Similarly, for 3D sta
packings, one might expect a value between 426 @48#.

Because of these observations, we reason that contr
tions to the kinetic term of the stress tensor do not pla
significant role in determining the macroscopic quantit
measured. It might then be argued that for a densely pac
pile of stiff objects in motion, the overall time evolution o
the system in the configurational phase space is prima
constrained and controlled by aspects of geometrical pa
ing, rather than the specific form of the stiff force laws b
tween particles or dissipation functions. This might be w
the system is so insensitive to variations in the interact
parameters, as described in Sec. III B.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have concentrated on the steady-state nature of c
flows, specifying first the region in phase space in wh
such flows can be observed, and second the structure
rheology of these flows.

D
FIG. 19. Scaling of velocity in the direction of flow,vx

2(z)
.1/2 with system heightH in; ~a! 2D at 20 ° withe50.92, for two
different values ofm, ~b! model H3 at 24 °. The slope of the line
indicate that,v2.1/2}Ha, with a51.5260.05.
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GRANULAR FLOW DOWN AN INCLINED PLANE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051302
A region of constant packing fraction is a generic featu
in our 2D and~two! 3D models, with only a small dilated
layer at the free surface. Analysis of the velocity profiles h
revealed that to a good approximation, Bagnold scal
holds: the Bagnold velocity profile,vx}H1.5, and rheology,
s}ġ2, is reasonably verified away from the surface. This
in contrast with earlier simulations on chute flows, whi
indicated linear velocity profiles. We argue that although t
latter may be the case for small systems, such as flow
layers less than 20-particles high, steady flows of modera
thick systems are well-approximated by Bagnold scaling

FIG. 20. Averaged instantaneous coordination numberZc ,as a
function of tilt angle for Model L2 withH5100, and Model L3
with H540.
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Although the regime of Bagnold-like flow appears
dominate the system, we have found that deviations fr
this simple theory exist. The normal stress anomaly rema
a mystery, and our fits to the stress-strain rate curves a
only away from the top and bottom surfaces. We have a
found that the transmission of stress in such dense flow
dominated by contacts, as opposed to binary collisions
Bagnold’s analysis of dilute flows.

Finally, we observe that the normal stresses in bulk flo
do not approach a Coulomb yield criterion structure at
angle of repose, despite the continuous disappearance o
shear rate at this threshold. The fact that Coulomb yield
approached at the surface for 3D flows hints at a special
for surface failure in this case.

Our simulation code, both in its simple and paralleliz
versions, enables us to study large systems for very lo
time scales, and we continue to investigate some of the
standing issues in this area. We will report elsewhere
differences between rough and smooth bottom surfaces@3#.
We will also go on to study 3D planar Couette flows, exten
ing Ref. @49#, and will be reporting on this in the future.
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